
MAKE SURE BATTERY IS DETACHED! You can do this in your trunk by just pulling off the red cable from the batter. There is a bolt holding it tight so 
just loosen that bolt.

 (REMOVING RADIO)
1. Removing the trim  -- Use a flat head screw driver (or butter knife) and wrap black electrical tape around it to avoid scratching your trim. Go to the 
right side of the passenger side and pull back the rubber and insert your screwdriver between the trim and the rubber and pull out gently. This will let 
you get to the screws to start undoing the radio.

2) Remove the two visible screws on the radio and you should then be able to pop out the radio and the climate control units. Its easy to figure out 
which wires go to the climate control and radio because the only fit into the slots they are suppose to.

(REMOVING THE CENTER AIR VENT)
1) This is a royal pain. You need to get something underneath the air vent and start pulling up and out. It takes quite a bit of force to do this.  It won't 
sound very good when you're done pulling, but believe me this is how its dont....

 2) This will now allow you to remove the radio chassis. You are now ready to install the iPod connectors from BMW.

 (PIN REMOVAL TOOL)
 1) So the pin removal tool is something that is not provided and if you can get your hands on one great! I was unwilling to spend the extra $150.00 on 
it.  Instead....I spliced the wires. So here is how you do this...READ AND REREAD read the BMW instructions fully.  Think about how they want the 
'wires connected', if you do that you can figure out for yourself how everything should be spliced together.  Splice each of the colored wires and rewire 
them together by color. Use electrical tape to avoid shorts.  

 2) Remove the black wrapping from the wires to the main Radio Plug with the pins. Locate the wires attached to the pins 5, 7, 9, 15 (colors should be 
Violet/White, White/Red/Speckled, Red/Green, and Brown) and seperate them from the rest.

 *You can figure out how you should connect and splice the wires by using the instructions and common sense but I will try to explain*
 3) Now the fun part, cut the wires about center and strip the ends off both sides.

 4) The side of the wires you just cut going to the pins now needs to be connected to the iPod harness cable. This is the piece that you would have 
inserted the pins you just removed into and attached to the iPod cable. Instead, you should cut the iPod cable where the female connector is and the 
4 pins and now you will notice on that cable you have a Violet/White, White/Red/Speckled, Red/Green, and Brown. Strip these cables and splice them 
to the wires going into the radio connector with the pins already inside :-)...

 5) Now for the side of the radio cable you cut going into the car. These cables need to be spliced with the other side of the iPod harnes cable. Make 
sure you match up the colors and use electrical tape to insulate the cables after splicing everything together!

 Now you can finish the installation completely!

 (Phone Prepared Cars)
 1) What this means is you have controls on your steering wheel with the phone options. In this case you should swap the yellow and black cables 
from the original 10pin connector to the Ipod cables 10pin connector (becuase this is the 10 pin connector you are going to use from now on). You can 
use a small flathead screwdriver to remove the yellow and black cables by just pressing down on the leads.

 I really hope this helps! Its actually pretty quite fun for you do-it-yourselfers out there!! Goodluck!!











 

 


